14th July PC Public Meeting re AD Plant
planning application ref 2022/1108
1. BACKGROUND (presented at the beginning of the meeting)

2015/0595: APPROVED BUT APPROVED WORK NOT STARTED IN TIME.
Farm / agricultural anaerobic digester system.
1 digester tank + 2 storage tanks.
3 pipelines, 7 draw off points.
2021/1886: Detail for pipeline and external materials - approved.
Construction of the plant was not in accordance with planning permission granted for
2015/0595.
So a variation was submitted, 2021/2036, which was subsequently withdrawn when it became
clear that a new application was needed.
2021/2251: Variation to landscaping scheme and landscape management plan - marked
as pending consideration.
2021/2788: Submitted December 2021 and WITHDRAWN in May 2022
2 tank digestion system.
Biogas upgrade, CHP to maintain heating.
3 lagoons + 1 on site.
3 pipelines to draw off points.
2 access routes from Kenninghall Road and Common Road.
680 documents including 440 comments and various clarifications.
B&F PC main points of objection:
The proposed development would be a large-scale industrial gas-production plant totally
unsuitable for its proposed location, damaging to the environment and carbon positive overall:
• 900 hectares of arable land will be turned over to growing feedstock instead of food stock.
• 5745 additional vehicles movements per year will be needed to deliver feedstocks and remove
outputs.
• 535 tonnes of CO2 per year will be emitted due to its operation and associated activities.
1. It breaches the 3 key principles for the UK’s biomass priority use framework (December
2021);
2. It is contrary to South Norfolk’s local plan DM3.8 and DM4.5
3. Undermines residents living conditions and safety.
4. Damaging to quality of life and environment.
5. Increases risk of flooding.
6. A large scale industrial gas production facility - not a local waste management initiative!
Producing 5M cubic metres of biomethane/year = 8.3M cu m biogas.

Requiring 50,000-60,000 tonnes feedstock.
2022/1108: PENDING CONSIDERATION
2 tank digester system (existing) with existing operational infrastructure.
2 lagoons off site, 2 pipelines.
1 access point.
*** Proposing that 23,950 tonnes of feedstock per year will be used. ***
2. COMMENTS / NOTES from the meeting

Feedstocks and processing are optimised to maximise outputs of methane and so
maximise revenues.
The plant cannot be switched off and on.
So, since the plant is capable of producing 5M cubic metres of biomethane per year, which
requires approximately 50,000 - 60,000 tonnes of feedstock, the suggestion that it will use only
23,950 tonnes of feedstock must be questioned.
The application is for a commercial biogas facility not an ad plant.
There is no emergency plan.
There is no total lifecycle analysis.
The plant was originally designed (up to 2015) to be an on-farm waste processing facility,
which is efficient use of on-farm waste and anaerobic digestion.
However that is no longer the case.
It is not right for the area.
(South Norfolk) Planning department has a duty of care to the community.
The lanes around the plant are not capable of carrying the traffic to and from it.
Passing places do not exist. They are areas where the verge has been worn away.
There is no space for them to be created.
Traffic plans are nonsense.
B&F PC comment:
It is impossible to predict traffic movements: the plant must maximise its gas output and
revenues by optimising its feedstocks; so it cannot commit to buying from specific growers in
advance.
The owners do not have supply agreements with any growers - including The Oaks/Deal Farm,
presumably for that reason).
Q: Was there collusion between South Norfolk planning department and the applicant that
resulted in the latter withdrawing application no 2021/2788 before it was decided formally?

A: there is no reason at all to think that was the case.
SN planning team has performed its role in accordance with requirements.
SN would like to reject the application, but require suitable justification and due process.
Every individual can comment on the application and can submit multiple comments.
Response: Individuals are encouraged to state their own concerns about the application,
whatever they may be.
Note added after the meeting: Quality of comments is more important than quantity of
comments. It is important to make clear effective comments and if that means that more than
one comment is submitted, then that could be considered.
However, it is suggested that it is better to make one strong comment than to submit many
comments that are ineffective.
B&F PC comment:
Complaining is not a strong argument. Nor is criticising the Planning team.
The District Council have a duty to reject the application if they cannot control what might
happen as a result of granting it. The council cannot possibly monitor it or enforce this one
(traffic movements and mass of feedstocks) so they have to refuse it.
Would the plant be pulled down if it was refused.? Since Deal Farm Biogas are a shell
company wholly owned by Storengy UK and Storengy UK are in debt to their own parent
company, the responsibility would revert to the landowner. It would take 10 years to have
the plant removed.
If we could monitor gas > fed into the main, we could use that data to monitor feedstock
inputs.

